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I. INTRODUCTION

Technology advancements make life, work, and play easier and more enjoyable in many ways. Technology issues are also the cause of many headaches and dreams of living out the copier destruction scene from the movie “Office Space.”1 Whether it be user error or technological error, one key technology issue on many minds right now is how all the data produced every second of every day, in hundreds of different ways, is used by those that collect it.

How much data are we talking about here? In 2018, the tech company Domo estimated that by 2020 “1.7 MB of data will be created every second” for every single person on Earth.2 In 2019, Domo’s annual report noted that “Americans use 4,416,720 GB of internet data including 188,000,000 emails, 18,100,000 texts and 4,497,420 Google searches every single minute.”3 And this was before the pandemic of 2020, which saw reliance on remote technology and the internet skyrocket.4 It is not just social media and working from home that generates data—the “Internet of Things” (“IoT”) is expanding

1. OFFICE SPACE (20th Century Fox 1999).
exponentially.\textsuperscript{5} From our homes (smart appliances and thermostats),
to entertainment (smart speakers and tablets), to what we wear
(smartwatches and fitness devices), we are producing data constantly.
Over 30 billion devices currently make up the IoT, and that number
will double by 2025.\textsuperscript{6} The IoT is roughly defined as “devices—from
simple sensors to smartphones and wearables—connected together.”
That connection allows the devices to “talk” to each other across net-
works that stretch across the world, sharing information that in turn
can be analyzed (alone or combined with data from other users) in
ways that may be beneficial to the user or the broader economy.\textsuperscript{7}

The key word in that last sentence is “may.” When it comes to the
data that individuals and businesses across the world produce every
second of every day, some of it—perhaps most of it—could be used in
ways that are not beneficial to the user or the entire economy. Some
data types can be used to cause harm in obvious ways, such as per-
sonal identifying information in cases of identity theft. While some
data types may seem innocuous or harmful when viewed on their own,
when combined with other data from the same user or even other
users, it can be used in a wide variety of ways. While I find it benefi-
cial to know how many steps I take in a day or how much time I sleep
at night, I am not the only individual or entity with access to that
information. The company that owns the device I wear also takes that
information and uses it in ways that are beyond my control.\textsuperscript{8} Why
would a company do that? In many instances, “[t]he data generated
by the Internet of Things provides businesses with a wealth of infor-
mation that—when properly collected, stored, and processed—gives
businesses a depth of insight into user behavior never before seen.”\textsuperscript{9}

Data security and privacy in general are issues that all companies
manage as they work to protect the data we provide. Some types of
data receive heightened protections, as discussed below, because they
are viewed as personal, as private, or as potentially dangerous since
unauthorized access to them could cause harm to the user/owner.\textsuperscript{10}
Some states and countries have taken a step further, focusing not on
industry-related data that needs particular types of protection, but in-

\textsuperscript{5} Arkady Zaslavsky, Charith Perera & Dimitrios Georgakopoulos, Sensing as a
Service and Big Data, PROC. INT’L CONF. ADVANCES CLOUD COMPUTING 21 (July
2012), https://www.researchgate.net/publication/234017925_Sensing_as_a_Service_and_Big_Data
[https://perma.cc/PV29-W2LY].

\textsuperscript{6} What Is the Internet of Things?, TALEND, https://www.talend.com/resources/
internet-of-things/ [https://perma.cc/IFY5-7NL5].

\textsuperscript{7} Matt Burgess, What Is the Internet of Things? WIRED Explains, WIRED
(Feb. 16, 2018), https://www.wired.co.uk/article/internet-of-things-what-is-explained
[https://perma.cc/PE22-3M3D].

\textsuperscript{8} See TALEND, supra note 6.

\textsuperscript{9} Id.

\textsuperscript{10} See infra Part IV.A.
stead looking at an individual’s overall right to privacy, particularly on the internet. Those protections are summarized below.\textsuperscript{11}

It makes sense, you might say, to worry about financial or health-care data remaining private and to not want every website you have ever visited to keep a file of information on you. But why might we care about the use of data in agricultural operations? Depending on who you ask, the answer may be that agricultural data needs no more care or concern than any other type of business data. Some argue that the use of “Big Data” in agriculture provides opportunities for smaller operations and shareholders. These opportunities include increased power in a market driven for many years by the mantra “bigger is better”\textsuperscript{12} and increased production of food staples across the world—both in a more environmentally-friendly fashion.\textsuperscript{13} While the benefits of technology and Big Data in the agricultural sector unarguably exist, questions remain as to how to best manage data privacy concerns in an industry where there is little specific law or regulation tied to collection, use, and ownership of this valuable agricultural production data.

In the following pages, this Article discusses what types of data are currently being gathered in the agricultural sector and how some of that data can and is being used. In addition, it focuses on unique considerations tied to the use of agricultural data and why privacy concerns continue to increase for many producers. As the Article looks at potential solutions to privacy concerns, it summarizes privacy-related legislation that currently exists and ends by looking at whether any of the current privacy-related laws might be used or adapted within the agricultural sector to address potential misuse of agricultural data.

II. AGRICULTURE & BIG DATA—WHAT ARE THEY AND HOW ARE THEY USED?

A. What Is Agricultural Data?

Many categories of data could fall under the definition of agricultural (“ag”) data. There is not an official legal definition, but generally there are six basic types of data categories that fall under this phrase: agronomic, land, machine, weather, production, and livestock data.\textsuperscript{14}

\textsuperscript{11.} See infra Parts IV.D, V.
\textsuperscript{14.} Todd J. Janzen, Legal Aspects Related to Agricultural Data Collection, Storage and Use 2 (Feb. 28, 2018), http://wdmc.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/janzen-todd.pdf [https://perma.cc/Z7F7-7RHW].
As we consider why privacy of this type of data matters, it is important to understand these data categories that collectively comprise ag data and a few other related terms. Todd Janzen is an attorney and Administrator of Ag Data Transparent, a certification program focused on increasing transparency in how ag data is managed between producers and companies. He defines these terms as set forth below:

- **Agronomic Data**—information related to plants, such as soil nutrient levels, crop selection, herbicide and pesticide application, and yield.
- **Land Data**—information related to topography, slope, soil type, etc.
- **Machine Data**—information related to the performance measurement of machines, such as fuel usage, hours operated, RPMs, ground speed, oil usage, etc.
- **Weather Data**—information related to climate, such as temperature and precipitation.
- **Production Data**—information related to a farm's financial and contractual arrangements.
- **Livestock Data**—information related to livestock genetics, production, feed consumption, medicine usage, etc.

Janzen points out that geospatial information is a common thread between these data types. Geospatial data is data “associated with a particular location.” When thinking about agricultural production, you can see the location tie to all of the above data types. Not only can we consider production data per field, but now fields and pastures may be broken down into smaller, specific areas that can be managed with precise attention—a key aspect of “precision agriculture.” In addition, farm data may be collected by multiple sources: the farmer, either an individual or a company at the request of the farmer, or an outside party unrelated to the farmer and not upon his or her request. Data collected by third parties (perhaps from public records or publicly available sources like Google Earth) and by outside parties at the farmer’s request are the focus of much of the data privacy de-

---

15. See Ag Data Transparent: Information About the Project to Bring Transparency to Ag Data, [JANZEN SCHROEDER AGRIC. L., LLC](https://www.aglaw.us/agdatatransparent) [hereinafter Ag Data Transparent].

16. Id. at 2–3.


bate, as concerns over how third parties may use data, particularly non-public data, abound.\textsuperscript{21}

Another term often used in this discussion is “big data,” a generic term with multiple meanings, all of which generally refer to “the exponential increase and availability of data,” the size of which requires some sort of structure for use and analysis.\textsuperscript{22} In the early 2000s, the mainstream definition of big data was developed, focusing on the three “Vs”: volume (large amounts), velocity (generated at a fast pace), and variety (various forms of data, both structured and unstructured).\textsuperscript{23} More recently, the definition has been expanded to include additional “Vs,” such as: veracity (quality of data), variability (changing meanings of data), visualization (how to make data understandable through graphs and information), and value (using data to improve operations through efficiency or other savings).\textsuperscript{24} Typically, this means that to use the data in a meaningful way, particularly over time, a person must use some sort of program or other mechanism to parse through the data since there is too much data for one person to analyze. The rise of careers in areas like data analytics is a result of the massive increase in data and the need to develop expertise in how to use it most effectively and efficiently.\textsuperscript{25}

In agriculture, data for one field, or perhaps even one farm, might not be considered “big data.” But when you combine the information for that farm across multiple years, or you have thousands of acres of fields, tens of thousands of heads of cattle grazing over large expanses of territory, or data from hundreds of thousands of customers, the amount of data can be overwhelming to comprehend. This process of combining data is referred to as “aggregation.”\textsuperscript{26} Often, aggregated data is “anonymized.” A nonymization is an attempt to remove any information that would identify the data’s origin.\textsuperscript{27} However, as I will discuss, anonymizing data may not always make the data as unidentifiable as privacy interests might prefer.

\textsuperscript{21} See id. at 52–54.
\textsuperscript{23} Id.
\textsuperscript{24} Id.
\textsuperscript{26} Janzen, supra note 14, at 3.
\textsuperscript{27} See id.
\textsuperscript{28} Id.
B. Data Gathering and Use by Agricultural Producers

1. Collecting Data

Agricutural production data is gathered in many ways, often without a producer specifically submitting data to a particular entity. For example, pre-installed GPS systems track location and speed on new tractors, and other technologies embedded in tractors track hours of use and whether any implements or attachments are connected. In addition to the tractor information, systems can track usage rates for attachments such as sprayers and applicators, noting how much product is applied to a field or the rate at which a field was seeded. Combines not only track location and speed via GPS, but can identify a product’s moisture level and a field’s yield.

In addition to sensors and location information gathered by farm equipment, soil data is collected through testing or embedded sensors. Weather data can be gathered from on-farm locations as well as other centralized aggregate providers. Satellites and drones can capture images that provide information on soil quality, nutrients, and erosion. A recent survey conducted by Purdue University indicated that some form of data collection is happening on a majority of farming operations. The survey collected information from 800 farming operations, seeking information on “the demographics of farm operators, the type of agronomic data they collected, and how the information is used.” Of those surveyed, “82% collect yield data, 77% collect soil data, 73% create GPS maps from their data, and 47% of respondents collect satellite or drone imagery.” Larger farms collected data more often than smaller farms, particularly regarding imagery data. Younger farmers with post-secondary degrees were also more likely to collect farm data and use some type of software to help analyze and use the information.

30. Id.
31. Id. at 5–6.
33. Id.
34. Id.
36. Id.
37. Id.
38. Id.
39. Id.
cost and a lack of perceived benefit. Of those that did not collect data, privacy was cited by about 10% as a reason for not collecting farm data, which the survey noted was “really . . . surprising in light of some current events.”

2. How Data Is Used by Producers—Rise of Precision Agriculture

How producers use the data they gather is an important question. The Purdue survey referenced above found that the main ways producers used data was to influence nutrient management (typically fertilizer applications), seeding rates, and drainage decisions. The more data collected, the higher percentage of producers who indicated a positive impact on yield. In short, farmers are using farm data to make planting decisions, manage soil quality and nutrient loss, and balance weather concerns through irrigation and drainage control. In order to do so, most producers subscribe to one or more software services to help manage the data and turn it into actionable recommendations. Many producers also share the data with an agronomist as part of the planning and crop-management process.

The massive increase in agricultural data collection has been a driving factor in the rise of precision agriculture. Precision agriculture involves collecting and using large amounts of high-quality data. This data is analyzed and manipulated to prescribe location- and/or timing-specific applications of management practices. Often, management practices are applied not only to an entire field but also at a more targeted and focused level, with opportunities to treat a field by area of specific need. This targeted pesticide or nutrient application will ideally lead to a more effective, efficient, economical, and environmentally friendly treatment of fields and crops. From a producer standpoint, the potential exists for a positive impact from the collection and use of this data, from lower input costs to higher yields. However, there are also obstacles that stand in the way of large-scale adoption and use of precision agriculture tied to data collection.

Cost is one of the biggest factors preventing widespread adoption of data gathering techniques. Not only is there a cost for equipment used...
to gather the information at the farm level (tractors, combines, planters, etc.), but the producer needs to ensure the farm has: (1) the equipment to store and manage this data over time; (2) software programs that aggregate and analyze the data; and (3) a variety of additional costs and expenses that come with trying to sift through massive amounts of data to find potential improvements in a targeted way.\textsuperscript{51} As farmers noted in the Purdue study, many have multiple software subscriptions to manage data. Yet many still feel the potential for more effectively using the data to improve the farming operation remains largely unrealized.\textsuperscript{52}

Precision agriculture is one of the great opportunities for increasing production to feed a growing world, adapting to climate change concerns, and producing more food on less land, all in a more environmentally friendly way by reducing chemical inputs wherever possible. As we see more demand for this type of production, barriers to adoption serve to drive smaller producers out of business. Unable to compete with larger operations that can better afford this type of technology, there is a significant risk that pressure put on farmers to use big data will only lead to further increases in industrialized production and farm size. As we consider how to manage concerns related to agricultural data use, collective data use may play a significant role in any proposal, such that smaller operations are not penalized for an inability to quickly adopt and invest in this technology.

III. Why Is Use of Ag Data by Third Parties a Concern?

As noted above, precision agriculture and developing sustainable, resilient agricultural production systems to feed a growing world are key benefits of gathering and analyzing data in the agricultural sector. While there are many potential benefits, the agricultural system’s current structure causes concern among some within the industry. In particular, producers’ perceived lack of power relative to agribusinesses’ strong power and control leads to uncertainty about how to manage ag data in a way that does more good and less harm to those that work the land.\textsuperscript{53} While changes in the agricultural sector and power dynamics are influenced by a number of issues and reasons over time, the fact that significant changes occurred since the 1900s is clear. Between 1900 and 2005, “the number of farms [fell] by 63\%”, while the aver-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{51} See Booker, supra note 35.
\item \textsuperscript{52} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{53} See generally Leanne Wiseman et al., Farmers and Their Data: An Examination of Farmers’ Reluctance to Share Their Data Through the Lens of the Laws Impacting Smart Farming, 90 \textit{Wageningen J. Life Sci.} 1 (2019), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.njas.2019.04.007 (explaining attitudes of Australian farmers regarding sharing agricultural data in light of perceived lower bargaining power in ownership and management of agricultural data).
\end{itemize}
age farm size [rose] 67[%.]". 54 Specialization in farming operations also increased dramatically, as farms in 1900 produced an average of five commodities per farm before declining to just one per farm in 2000, largely as a result of efficiencies of scale and risk management programs. 55 While farming operations have become more efficient, farmers receive less of the food dollar than ever. "After accounting for input costs, farmers and ranchers receive only [eight] cents out of every dollar spent on food at home and away from home. The rest goes for costs beyond the farm gate: wages and materials for production, processing, marketing, transportation[,] and distribution." 56 Small farms often struggle to survive, particularly in this era of low prices, market challenges and decreased independence in the market. 57

A. Power Dynamics

The agricultural industry is increasingly one of the most concentrated industries, with impact from top (food processors and manufacturers, meat packers, and grain processors) to bottom (seeds and crop input suppliers). 58 For example, recent mergers in the agricultural input sector reduced the number of major providers of these products from six to four, with those remaining companies controlling approximately 60% of the global seed and chemical supply. 59 While agribusiness companies argue that consolidation and mergers are necessary


55. Id.


for competing and maintaining the investment level required to research and develop new crop technologies, significant concerns about access and cost arise as well. For smaller farmers who purchase fewer inputs, this means less room to negotiate price and access. Consolidation also encourages monoculture, where fewer crops are grown on more acres to increase the efficiency of scale and spread input costs over more acres.60 Over time, consolidation has led to “less choice and higher prices for farmers.”61 It is also not clear that consolidation has led to an increase in research and development, as some “studies suggest increased market domination removes companies’ incentive to innovate,” and that research in the private sector has decreased in the post-merger period.62

Agriculture companies also exert power over producers through limits on technology use and access and through various agreements that producers sign to utilize services and products. For example, if a producer were to purchase a new tractor to track data more precisely, the tractor manufacturer may view the transaction more as a technology lease than a machine sale.63 There are two issues here. First, software and technology in the farm machinery itself, and, second, who owns that technology and software in addition to the equipment. Traditionally, farmers have become adept at repairing, upgrading, and modifying farm equipment to save costs and meet farm needs.64 However, according to manufacturers like Deere, with the dramatic increase in computerization of equipment,

Anything a farmer does on a modern tractor, beginning with opening the cab door, generates messages captured by its main onboard computer, which uploads the signals to the cloud via a cellular transmitter [often] located . . . beneath the driver’s seat. These machines have been meticulously programmed and tested to minimize hazards and maximize productivity.65

Because of that programming, Deere argues that attempting to repair or modify equipment is too complicated for farmers and accordingly that only authorized dealers can modify or repair machinery.66 This “right to repair” argument is not new, spanning technology such as iPhones and cars, but is taking on new life in the agricultural industry where reducing costs by maintaining older equipment for longer peri-
ods of time is not just the norm, but often a requirement to remain in business. In addition, when Deere first “began gathering and transmitting production data from farmers’ machines, it didn’t immediately tell them.” This was by no means just an issue tied to John Deere but was and is seen throughout the industry and was essentially what led to the rise of many concerns related to data misuse, abuse of trust, and basic ownership of the data itself.

1. Misuse and Abuse

How can agricultural data be misused in a way that would harm a producer, beyond perhaps the concern that smaller farmers may be left behind or forced out of business? In a Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics article, Mark Ryan noted that agricultural big data analytics “can be used as a form of manipulative power to initiate cheap land grabs and acquisitions[,]” to “pressur[e] farmers into situations they would not have otherwise chosen[,]” and to “force farmers into precarious and vulnerable positions.”

Ryan’s article on agriculture, big data, ethics, and power identifies many potential ways in which those with power, typically larger agribusinesses and data aggregators, can utilize that power and data to harm producers. These tactics include using data provided by a producer to benefit that farmer through targeted management improvements but also for personal, more “nefarious means that the farmer is unaware of, such as farm acquisition and land grabs.” Third parties can analyze data to determine which land is most profitable and can use this information to manipulate farmers into selling high-quality land at lower prices, to apply restrictive and economically burdensome policies to certain customers, and to undercut asking prices on land deemed less profitable. In these instances, the farmer has provided data, likely through a technology agreement with an agribusiness partner or through use of analytic software. In turn, the partner sells that data to a third party to increase the partner’s profits. While data may be anonymized and combined with that of other producers, in many instances the possibility of identifying farmers and field locations remains. When this occurs, the farmer, who received some sort of initial benefit from the provision of farm data, may ultimately face

67. Id.
68. Id.
69. Id.
71. Id. at 58.
72. Id.
73. Id. at 58–59.
74. Id. at 53.
75. See id. at 53, 58–59.
76. See id. at 58.
harm from others’ use of the data. This type of data-sharing abuse will only lead to further increase in corporate ownership of farms and increased farm size, as those most able to use the data in this way also have the funds to follow up on land purchases.

Ryan discusses other types of data-sharing abuse as well, including using power dynamics to convince a farmer that the only way to obtain some particular benefit or service is to share farm data with that service provider or a partner entity. Farmers who either decline to share data or put restrictions on how farm data is used may find themselves without access to information and services that would help increase yield while managing costs. In other words, those farmers would be at a competitive disadvantage. A grieving to unsatisfactory terms may mean contractually giving up data ownership or, as discussed previously, forfeiting the right to repair equipment or access technology included in machinery.

Farmers often have longstanding relationships with their suppliers and rely upon them to make recommendations and provide advice that will sustain the farming operation’s success. Farmers’ trust and reliance on suppliers and buyers can put them in precarious positions because they may be taken advantage of by agreeing to terms and conditions they do not fully understand. Ryan notes that in a 2016 American Farm Bureau survey, “a disproportionate number of farmers did not know about their data or what the terms and conditions implied in their agreement.” The survey indicates that, while over 50% of farmers enter agreements in which they are unsure who owns the data and whether it could be shared with third parties, they trust that the various agribusiness or technology partner has the farmers’ best interests in mind. While that may often be true, it is also in the agribusiness company’s best interest to get access to the data in a way that helps the farmer through the provision of better recommendations and management practices and helps the company by including as few data use restrictions as possible.

Another way in which companies abuse power and data access is by making it very difficult to switch technology, software, or data analyt-

77. See id. at 58–59.
78. Id. at 59.
79. Id. at 58–59.
80. Id. at 60.
81. See id. at 60–61.
82. Id.
83. Id. at 62.
84. Id.
85. Id.
86. Id.
ics providers.\textsuperscript{87} Companies compete for access to farm data,\textsuperscript{88} and it is in their interests to restrict how farmers could later share past analyses and summaries. While farmers may own actual raw farm data, technology providers retain ownership of the aggregated and analyzed data and may control how it is used.\textsuperscript{89} This data analysis loss makes it difficult for farmers to consider switching providers and can coerce continued relationships due to information loss and prior investment.\textsuperscript{90}

Another concern regarding data misuse occurs when companies utilize production records to determine product costs. This type of pricing model, using production estimates and history to estimate outcomes for the upcoming season, can be a useful risk-management tool for farmers by sharing both potential loss and unexpected income with the supplier while managing costs based upon production.\textsuperscript{91} However, there are tradeoffs to this type of risk-management tool, such as the fact that data sharing is a necessity, and it is unlikely that farmers would be able to restrict how suppliers would use the data provided to them.\textsuperscript{92} However, input suppliers could use this data to manipulate pricing and markets, particularly if pricing and agreement determinations are not transparent. It is unlikely that a supplier would want to share that type of information publicly.\textsuperscript{93} Suppliers may also drive customers into this type of model, potentially to the farmer’s detriment, by limiting access to certain products or programs.\textsuperscript{94} While a farmer could use a different seed or chemical, at times, those options could be limited, or alternatives may put the farmer at a disadvantage.\textsuperscript{95} Instead of true risk-management opportunities for the farmer, this tactic could lead to price discrimination if a supplier were to “increase their production costs in accordance with what they know the farmer can pay for their goods and services,” which could be “derived from the exact data that they are retrieving from the farmer under the auspice of helping them improve their management decisions.”\textsuperscript{96}

IV. EXISTING DATA PRIVACY LAWS AND REGULATIONS

Farm data use can intentionally or unintentionally harm farmers and can have severe consequences. These consequences affect individ-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{87} Id. at 62–63.
\item \textsuperscript{88} Id. at 60.
\item \textsuperscript{89} Id. at 63
\item \textsuperscript{90} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{92} See id.
\item \textsuperscript{93} Ryan, supra note 70, at 65.
\item \textsuperscript{94} Id. at 64.
\item \textsuperscript{95} See id.
\item \textsuperscript{96} Id. at 65.
\end{itemize}
ual farmers and impact larger industry issues related to land ownership and control, sustainability, and autonomy. As the farm data use continues to grow at an exponential level, concerns over misuse and abuse grow as well. Unlike other industries, there is no targeted farm data privacy law. However, many data privacy laws and protections do exist, and as we consider whether a farm data-specific law is necessary to protect vulnerable farmers, reviewing similar laws is valuable.

A. Federal Law—Industry Specific

A number of federal statutes, including some dating back to the 1970s, have been enacted over the years to address a variety of concerns related to data privacy. One thing all of these have in common is their focus on personal data, which is data connected to an individual. For agricultural data, much of that we are discussing is not personal data attributed to just one person. Instead, it is business data—data tied to the business of farming—even if the farm itself is not incorporated as a business entity. As noted above, farm data use creates risks, such that some privacy regulation may be warranted.

1. Fair Credit Reporting Act (“FCRA”)

The Fair Credit Reporting Act was one of the first federal laws related to data privacy in the United States. Passed in 1970, it regulates how businesses can use personal information when creating or furnishing consumer reports and aims to “promote[ ] the accuracy, fairness, and privacy of information in the files of consumer reporting agencies.” Consumers are provided rights related to the information contained within the file, including viewing it, disputing it, and notification of adverse actions based on report data. The law has been updated over the years to reflect advancements in information gathering and to reflect the breadth of companies that collect, use, and rely upon this type of information. As related to privacy, consumer report information cannot be provided to those without a purpose that is not specified in the FCRA. Because entities can use this information in ways that lead to negative effects or prejudicial impacts.

102. Id.
103. Id. at 2.
upon consumers, the importance of limiting access and assuring accurate information is vital. The rise of identity theft led to an increased realization that data privacy is of utmost concern to consumers and, ultimately, to increased protections for victims under the FCRA, both for financial data and that of other types as well.104

2. Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (“COPPA”)

The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act105 is a 1998 federal law enacted to address concerns over the growth of the internet and increased use of that medium by minors.106 COPPA limited the type of information that websites could collect from children under the age of thirteen and also required parent approval prior to collecting certain personal information from minors.107 These rules are directed at “websites targeted towards children and general websites where operators have knowledge that children visit.”108 There are “five major requirements: (1) notice, (2) parental consent, (3) parental review, (4) security, and (5) limits on the use of games and prizes.”109

Most relevant to our discussion here is the definition of “personal information” that is limited for collection purposes. As amended, this includes data such as name, physical address, contact information (phone numbers, emails, screen names, etc.), identifiers such as IP addresses or device identifiers, social security numbers, photographs, video or audio files, and geolocation information.110

In addition, COPPA contains a notice requirement that websites “must provide notice of what information they collect . . . how that information is used, and to whom that information is disclosed.”111 The notice cannot be hidden—instead, it “must be done in a ‘clear and prominent manner.’”112 Notice involves making parents aware of what information is collected, how it is used, and anyone to whom it is disclosed.113

While COPPA is far from perfect, it continues to be one of the main ways children’s personal information is protected, despite dramatic in-
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creases in data collection, even from the time a child is born.\footnote{114} Why does this matter? As discussed in a recent article looking back at thirty years of COPPA’s existence, the author noted that information “may be used to market products to which they are particularly susceptible, leading to consumerism and family financial pressure, or the purchasing of inappropriate products.”\footnote{115} Advertisements, when regularly viewed, heavily influence children’s decisions and actions. This type of profiling and marketing can cause emotional harm, unhealthy behaviors, and other negative consequences.\footnote{116} Physical safety risks also continue to exist, and use of metadata and other personal information, often gathered from devices worn upon or carried by the person, may allow location to be identified.\footnote{117} Risks associated with identifying them, including bullying, harassment, blackmail, enticement, and other social harms, are also increasingly occurring.\footnote{118}

Also relevant is how the use and risks related to “algorithmic decision making, black box processing, and systems that make guesses about and differentiating” between users may cause missed opportunities through the use of labels or limitations on data shown,\footnote{119} and it could manipulate users by “subverting user choice and autonomy and creating compulsive usage.”\footnote{120}

While we are rightfully more concerned about these impacts and children’s privacy rights, data manipulation to drive decision-making and limited or targeted access to options is a significant concern for even the savviest adults.\footnote{121} While data privacy laws cannot resolve all of these issues, notice and awareness can make inroads towards mitigating the impacts in agricultural data use and collection.

3. Gramm-Leach-Bliley (“GLB”) Act

The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act\footnote{122} is a comprehensive law focused on the financial services industry, with a significant aspect focused on privacy issues.\footnote{123} There are three broad restrictions included in the GLB. Specifically, the GLB prevents covered entities from sharing any
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“nonpublic personal information” with a nonaffiliated third party. 124 “Nonpublic personal information” is defined as information provided by consumers as part of any type of transaction or service or otherwise “obtained by the financial institution.” 125 Account information cannot be provided to non-affiliated third parties for use in marketing efforts, such as telemarking or email. 126 Finally, there is a list of information related to the financial institution’s privacy policies that must be disclosed to consumers annually. 127 There are, of course, many exceptions to these disclosure provisions. One key exception allows disclosure of nonpublic information if consumers are given information on how the institution will work with third parties to use that data, and consumers do not affirmatively “opt out,” meaning the consumer needs to affirmatively request that the nonpublic data not be disclosed to a third party. 128 Another exception allows information sharing with nonaffiliated third parties that engage in business on behalf of the information, but those third parties must maintain privacy of that data. 129 Finally, a third exception allows data use under a limited list of circumstances, including issues like fraud prevention, with consent, risk control, and to certain consumer representatives. 130

Those subject to the privacy provisions are members of the financial industry, but this definition is quite broad and inclusive. 131 Those required to abide by the GLB privacy provision include “any institution the business of which is engaging in ‘financial activities’” and does not require that the regulated business be actually engaged in financial activities itself. 132 This means that many entities, beyond what we consider traditional banking or lending entities, are impacted by the GLB, such as stores or car dealers that extend credit to consumers or individuals that manage mutual funds or advise on investments. 133 The GLB provisions are drafted in such a way that allow the expansion of regulations to include new entities that ultimately fall under the definition of regulated industries and potentially add new types of nonpublic data. 134

Of particular relevance here is the broad definition of those included in the industry. For example, the definition of “affiliate” under the GLB states that “[a]n affiliation exists when one company ‘controls’ . . . is controlled by, or is under common control with another
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company.” Recognizing the relationship between entities is important, particularly when entities could use information in a way that is not always in the consumer’s best interest, or is being used to further the goals of an interested third party.

Similarly, the definition of “publicly available information” is worth noting. It includes information that can be found in public records (including real estate), widely distributed media like the newspaper or telephone book, and that are required to be provided to the public based on local, state, or federal law (such as registration documents for corporations or shareholder reports). When it comes to much of the agricultural data that we discuss in the article, there is a mix of both public and nonpublic information. Information related to real estate ownership, for example, is public information, but that related to yield or crop management practices may not be depending on the person and the situation. For example, if a paper featured a grower as a top producer for a particular crop and provided yield information, that would be public information. Specific field-by-field information gathered by the producer and tracked through equipment, personal computing, or other similar records likely would not be deemed public. As we consider that much nonpublic information is gathered by various affiliates within the agricultural industry throughout the course of doing business with agricultural producers, the value of that data to third parties, how it is used and to whom it is provided, is valuable and important information for those within the industry to be aware of, and have the opportunity, perhaps, to opt-out of disclosure as well.

4. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (“HIPAA”)

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act is one of the more commonly known federal data privacy laws. Enacted in 1998, HIPAA aims “to combat waste, fraud, and abuse in health insurance and health care delivery . . . to simplify the administration of health insurance, and [ ] other purposes.” The data privacy and protection aspects of HIPAA that we are reminded of at every visit to a medical office fall under the “other purposes” provision, and create “a national framework for privacy protection, thereby changing the
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treatment of personal medical information.”141 As relevant to this discussion, HIPAA requires covered entities to secure certain types of protected health information (“PHI”).142 “PHI is individually identifiable health information transmitted or maintained in electronic form that is specifically targeted by HIPAA and its security and privacy rules.”143

The privacy rules regarding PHI apply not just to those who collect the data, but to third parties and other associated business entities that have access to the data through various business relationships.144 PHI disclosure is appropriate for actions such as “treatment, payment, or health care operations, or in response to a valid authorization.”145 Those who gather, maintain, and/or use PHI must meet a “minimum necessary” standard of sharing information, meaning they should only disclose the least amount of PHI necessary to accomplish the authorized activity.146 When sharing PHI with other business-related associates, the covered entity is responsible for first receiving assurances from those associates regarding privacy practices and actions to safeguard PHI.147 These assurances must be written and documented, ensuring all parties understand the responsibilities, ramifications, and penalties for improper use or storage, and the liability, if applicable, for failing to meet these privacy standards.148

While on its face HIPAA appears to restrict PHI use in a fairly strict fashion, the authorization option opens many doors for PHI use in ways beyond the typical needs required to provide healthcare. Privacy concerns arise not just through an individual’s authorization, and perhaps lack of understanding what the authorization allows, but even in the initial notices or rights and various disclosures that health care providers and other entities provide patients with and ask them to sign. While patients are provided forms that are supposed to ensure awareness “of their rights regarding PHI and how medical information may be used, disclosed, or amended,” research shows that many patients do not read the form or fully understand its terms.149 While only about half of those provided the HIPAA disclosure forms actually read them, of those that do, approximately “one-third are unable to correctly answer questions about its terms.”150 This lack of understanding and failure to read thoroughly means many individuals do
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not truly understand what is happening with their PHI when they sign the forms.

PHI privacy regulations’ effectiveness is also limited by the use of authorization forms, which patients sign to voluntarily disclose information. Like many contracts, waivers, and other legally binding documents, how thoroughly they are read and understood, and the extent to which patients feel pressured to sign are important questions. There are similarities here to the use of agricultural data, particularly that collected by a third party at the request of a producer. As noted previously, agricultural producers may feel pressured or that they have no power to not sign various contracts that share or provide ownership of agricultural data to third parties in order for the producers to utilize the services being offered, perhaps necessary to increase efficiency or sustainability practices. Similarly, medical patients may feel pressured to sign PHI disclosure authorization forms in order to obtain certain care or services, such as medical trials.151 Supported and valid concerns exist regarding the impact of HIPAA on medical research and the hesitancy of some individuals to share past, present, and future medical records to participate in a medical trial.152 Similarly, there are concerns that agricultural research needs the type of data that is being generated on agricultural operations today in order to continue to engage in research that benefits not just the private sector, but the public sector as well.153

HIPAA itself is not a direct answer or example of how we should consider addressing concerns regarding agricultural data privacy and use, but there are a number of correlations that make it important to consider, particularly when it comes to use of data for public research, individuals understanding authorizations, a lack of choice or negotiation power when it comes to authorizations, and the plethora of ways that third parties can profit off an individuals’ data.

B. Trade Secrets on the Farm

While the federal laws discussed above involve protection of data and strive to ensure privacy of certain data categories, they all primarily or solely protect individuals, not businesses.154 And while we often describe farming as a family business and think of farmers as individuals out working the land, the truth is that farming is a business, and much of the data types at issue here are not covered under
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the category-specific types of legislation described above at the federal level. Before addressing the question if an agricultural-specific type of legislation is needed, we must first look at other options that businesses may use to protect the privacy and use of certain types of data. One of the main ways businesses seek to protect data is through use of trade secret protection.

“Property is only able to be owned to the extent the law will recognize and enforce ownership rights, and typically, the type of property determines the associated rights and responsibilities.” Prior colleagues have looked at the issue of application of intellectual property protections to farm data with thoroughness. Of the various types of intellectual property protections available to owners, only trade secret protection is potentially applicable to farm data. However, classification of farm data as a trade secret is not a certainty, and numerous aspects of the law need to be considered.

The Uniform Trade Secrets Act provides the legal framework for trade secret protection for companies in the majority of the United States. To qualify as a trade secret, three conditions must be met:

1. It must consist of information, including a formula, pattern, compilation, program, device, method, technique, or process;
2. It must derive independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to or readily ascertainable through appropriate means by other persons who might obtain economic value from its disclosure or use; and
3. It must be the subject of efforts that are fair, proper, or moderate under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.

Ellixson, Griffin, Ferrell, and Goeringer do a thorough analysis of a typical farm operation and application to the conditions necessary for trade secret protection. They contend that “it is unlikely that many farmers are actively taking the steps that would be necessary to claim trade secret protection for data.” While condition one is likely met, it is less certain regarding condition two and whether or not there is
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value to other producers or individuals.\textsuperscript{163} As we learn more about the potential ways this data could be misused or abused by third parties, I contend that condition two is satisfied, particularly regarding third parties that may use the information to drive up prices for inputs, manipulate land rental, or otherwise use the data in a way that provides value to the third party and potentially harms the producer of the data.

As noted by Ellixson and others, whether or not trade secret protections apply hinges in large part on the question of steps to maintain secrecy.\textsuperscript{164} Educating farmers on awareness of the value of trade secret protection and the types of steps necessary to obtain it is key should this type of protection be of interest to a producer. If data that is classified as a trade secret is misappropriated or misused, the owner of that data would have the opportunity to seek one of three types of damages.\textsuperscript{165} Those types include actual damages (lost profits or additional expenses), reasonable royalties (what a producer would have received if a licensing agreement had been negotiated by the misappropriating party), and unjust enrichment (benefits gained by the misappropriation of data).\textsuperscript{166} While trade secret classification of data offers important precedence and protection to producers, the award of monetary damages may not itself truly address the harm caused by the misappropriation and abuse of this data. For example, if increased costs lead to a family farmer going out of business and selling land that has been in the family for generations, monetary damages cannot replace the history, emotional pain to the family, and potential loss of home should the family farm no longer remain in the family. Unlike other businesses that utilize trade secret protection, farming operations often have significant ties to the land itself, emotionally and physically, and control of the land impacts more than just lost profits, but can determine future use of the land, loss of agricultural production, and various environmental impacts as well. Trade secret protection offers a valuable opportunity to a producer to protect misappropriation of agricultural data but may not be applicable in many cases, or this protection may not truly make the producer whole again due to the types of damage actually inflicted.

C. Contracts and Data Protection

As noted above in regard to trade secrets, data ownership remains an issue for farmers. While contract use may play into questions of power dynamics, as producers typically have no room to negotiate should they want to use the product in question, opportunities to limit
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or at least fully disclose how all collected data will be used exist. This is particularly true if farmers want to share data with certain individuals or companies, as there is value that can be realized through outside aggregation and analysis. While most individuals skip reading through terms of service and similar documents when purchasing or downloading various forms of technology (i.e., Facebook, iTunes, Fitbit, a tractor, or even your vehicle), if personal data is being collected, it is extremely important that those provisions be read and understood regarding data access and control. While reading these documents is necessary, understanding the terms and what that means for you and your data is even more important. These are documents produced by, and that generally favor, the technology manufacturers. Not only do they want to maintain as much control as possible, they seek ways to increase the return on their investment of the development of the technology in question. As noted previously, individual ag data may be of use only to the producer who creates that data. But when this data is combined with that of others, the value to third parties increases.

The contracts in question, for purchase or use of a product, often detail the types of information being collected, who has access to it, and how it will be used. Contracts provide an opportunity for farmers to negotiate protections for data, but the ability to negotiate with many major manufacturers, input suppliers, and other large companies is often limited. Ellixson and her co-authors note that including data protection provisions in all types of contracts, including farmland lease agreements and nondisclosure agreements, is a way for farmers to protect and maintain control over ag data. But opportunities for negotiation remain minimal, and because of the data’s complexity and its potential value, it may be difficult for producers to truly understand the terms of these agreements and what value the data can provide. When it comes to damages for breach of contract, it can be a challenge for farmers to identify and prove damages in a way that will wholly compensate for the breach of contract much like trade secret damages. To establish breach of contract, most jurisdictions require: (1) proof a contract existed; (2) failure of a party to perform as promised within the contract that materially impacted the other party’s expectations; and (3) proof of actual damages. Proving damages for a contract breach involving agricultural data may prove the biggest hur-
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dle for producers. To prove damages for an ag data contract breach, any claimed losses must be “directly and necessarily incurred by the breach of contract.” These types of general damages may be difficult to prove given the nature of the agricultural industry and the difficulty in identifying the cause and effect aspect of the breach and related losses. While it may be possible to demonstrate the cost needed to replace land lost due to inappropriate use of agricultural data, proving losses that can be impacted by many factors or have more value than is recognized by objective assessment may be impossible, similar to trade secrets. While special (or consequential) damages allow for losses indirectly caused by the breach, those losses must still be proven with a level of certainty that may not be possible as needed in litigation. Finally, while punitive damages are possible in many contract breach cases, they are rarely awarded. Designed to provide additional punishment to those who “acted willfully, maliciously or fraudulently,” they compensate beyond actual losses. Punitive damages provide a possible way to recover for losses more difficult to prove with actuality, but it is rare to see a case rise to this level. Monetary damages also do not guarantee that lost land, reputation, or other aspects of production can or will ever be recovered by the producer, limiting the effectiveness of this cause of action to make a producer whole.

D. State Data Privacy Laws

While federal data protection has typically been organized by type of data and industry, states are now looking at the issue more broadly. California, in particular, has focused on protecting an individual’s “personal data” and limiting how businesses that collect this personal data can use or sell it. While the primary goal of these laws is to give individuals, not businesses, control over personal data, there are similarities to the processes regulated here and the collection and use of agricultural data by the businesses that work with producers.

The California Consumer Privacy Act (“CCPA”) focuses on providing consumers a “right to know” about the personal information businesses collect, providing them the right to opt out of the sharing of that information, and preventing discrimination against consumers for utilizing the rights the CCPA provides them. Businesses are re-
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quired to provide notice to consumers of their rights related to data and to explain the business’s practices related to privacy.\textsuperscript{179}

In order to overcome some of the issues related to discrimination or pressure to waive CCPA rights, businesses are not allowed to make consumers waive rights and contract clauses that waive CCPA rights are invalid.\textsuperscript{180} Personal data control is of major emphasis, with consumers able to request that a business disclose what data it has, its sources of collection, how the data is used, and information sold to third parties (along with the types of third parties information is sold or disclosed to).\textsuperscript{181} Consumers can restrict use, deletion, or correction of certain types of information as well.\textsuperscript{182}

In the 2020 election, California residents approved the California Privacy Rights Act (“CPRA”),\textsuperscript{183} which amends and enhances the CCPA and is similar to the European Union’s privacy laws, discussed in Part V.\textsuperscript{184} While most aspects of the CPRA are not effective until 2023, key provisions include the establishment of the first privacy protection agency in the United States, with the California Privacy Protection Agency (“CPPA”) having administrative authority “to implement and enforce the CCPA, instead of the California Attorney General.”\textsuperscript{185} In addition, the CPRA added a new category of personal information, called sensitive personal information, provided consumers additional rights, and expanded breach liability for businesses that “fail[] to maintain reasonable security.”\textsuperscript{186}

New York is another state focused on data privacy. It recently enacted the SHIELD Act,\textsuperscript{187} effective March 2020, updating “the state data breach notification law” and “imposing cybersecurity requirements on companies that collect or maintain private information of New York residents.”\textsuperscript{188} The types of information protected by the
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SHIELD Act are more limited than those protected by the CCPA, but the reach of the New York law appears broader, extending to any company in any location that collects protected information from even one New York resident. While the New York law does not provide the same scope of protection or control over personal data that the California law currently provides, expectations are that New York’s data privacy laws will soon provide a similar level of protection as California’s, perhaps in 2022.

Other states are considering various laws and regulations tied to data privacy for residents, continuing the trend of patchwork regulations that increase the potential for confusion among consumers and businesses that work across state and country borders. As discussed below, this patchwork of regulations may lead to federal action, that could preempt state laws or establish a uniform set of standards.

V. INTERNATIONAL DATA PRIVACY REGULATIONS

While the focus of this Article is on U.S. data privacy protections, the European Union has made huge strides in providing a baseline level of data privacy protection and control over personal information for its residents, serving as a basis for some state law initiatives in the United States. The EU established a fundamental right tied to data privacy, stating that “everyone has the right to the protection of personal data concerning him or her [and] access to data which has been collected concerning him or her, and the right to have it rectified.” As part of the process to ensure this fundamental right, the EU en-
acted the General Data Protection Regulation ("GDPR"),\textsuperscript{194} touted by the EU as "the toughest privacy and security law in the world."\textsuperscript{195}

The data privacy and security measures in the GDPR apply to all companies and organizations across the world that collect data from individuals located within the EU.\textsuperscript{196} California's regulations, particularly the recent CPRA, are similar to the GDPR in many ways, including the focus on the individual rights regarding personal data. Personal data in the GDPR "is any information that related to an individual who can be directly or indirectly identified" and includes things like location information, biometric data, and "pseudonymous data . . . if [it is] relatively easy to ID someone from it."\textsuperscript{197} Those required to adhere to the law include not just data controllers (those who "decide[] why and how personal data will be processed"), but also all data processors ("third part[ies] that process[ ] personal data on behalf of a data controller").\textsuperscript{198} Data processors include companies that provide email services and cloud storage services.\textsuperscript{199} The primary goals are to ensure transparency to consumers regarding personal data collection and use, and to return control to the consumer in many ways. The GDPR also puts the onus on data controllers and processors to provide assurances as to data accuracy, privacy, and scope of collection.\textsuperscript{200} Consumers have the right to restrict use of certain data, object to its use, request erasure or correction, and review the personal data a company collects.\textsuperscript{201} Enforcement and enactment immediately caused concern across the globe, as companies scrambled to understand the impacts and requirements that related to doing business in the EU.\textsuperscript{202} The EU took a universal approach to data privacy, unlike the current state-by-state, fragmented actions seen in the United States.

The GDPR demonstrates the global scope of data collection and the value that is inherent in having the right to control data collected about the user because that data has value to others. When it comes to agricultural data, the expected impact of the GDPR is limited, likely
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only to pseudonymous data that may contain information that could be used to identify a person. Most agricultural data itself is unlikely to fall under the “personal data” category as it is generated by an entity—a business—and not a natural person. While expected impacts are limited, that does not mean no impacts exist, and as collection and use of agricultural data expands across the world and agricultural companies continue to consolidate and globalize, these impacts may help clarify certain privacy and usage issues regarding agricultural data and increase focus on the importance of regulations that have global impact in this area.

VI. PROPOSALS AND RECENT ACTIONS AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL

A. Considering a Federal Privacy Law

As individual states and the EU have increased focus on control over personal data and enhancing data privacy laws, there has been limited action at the federal level. In September 2018, the Department of Commerce’s National Telecommunications and Information Administration (“NTIA”) sought public comment “on ways to advance consumer privacy while protecting prosperity and innovation.” The request noted concern over the fragmentation of privacy laws on a national and global scale and indicated a desire to alleviate that concern. Notably, the request did not call for a statutory standard to be created but instead sought comment on two areas: “(1) A set of user-centric privacy outcomes that underpin the protections that should be produced by any Federal actions on consumer-privacy policy, and (2) a set of high-level goals that describe the outlines of the ecosystem that should be created to provide those protections.” Specifically, the focus is “on the outcomes of organizational practices, rather than on dictating what those practices should be,” with end goals that lead to increasing transparency, consumer knowledge, and products and services inherently designed to manage privacy risks.

The NTIA received over 200 comments, but as of publication the NTIA and other federal agencies have taken no further action. The NTIA’s 2018 request for comments noted a “parallel effort” at the
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same time by the National Institute of Standards and Technology ("NIST") to develop "a voluntary privacy framework to help organizations manage risk." The NIST released the voluntary framework in early 2020, with a heavy emphasis on protecting data from breaches and other data security protocols.

While there is continued discussion at the federal level about data privacy and control over personal information, the focus remains on self-regulation and voluntary protocols or actions by various entities. Like what we see in other federal and state privacy statutes, the focus for this voluntary or self-regulatory protocol remains personal information—that of various individuals and not entity or business-related data, like agricultural data. While keeping privacy issues on the forefront is important, two key issues remain: (1) concerns over agricultural data privacy and use would only be impacted by federal (or state) laws related to personal information on an extremely limited basis, if at all, and (2) voluntary programs fail to ensure that agricultural producers can expect uniform treatment of information across the spectrum of entities they work with or have control over what parties have access to farm data collected on their behalf.

B. Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2016 ("DTSA")

Earlier discussion noted the challenges of applying trade secret protections to agricultural data. While most trade secret actions fall under state law, the Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2016 established a federal cause of action for trade secret misappropriation lawsuits. The DTSA gives agricultural producers an option, one that in some cases may be more farmer-friendly than traditional state trade secret laws. For example, "[t]he DTSA definition appears to incorporate farm data more readily as the trade secret definition explicitly includes 'intangible' items, data, as well as techniques and processes which arguably include information such as as-applied fertility or site-specific yield data." Other key aspects favorable to farmers include whistleblower protections and broadening potential damages to include the possibility of injunctive relief, which would prevent the person or entity being sued from using the alleged trade secret.

The DTSA is not agricultural industry specific, but by broadening the definitions, allowing for injunctive relief, and establishing a federal
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standard, the potential impacts are high.216 While not a perfect or complete response to concerns over use of agricultural data, this expanded protection provides additional support recognizing the value of ag data and dangers that can occur depending on who can acquire it without the farmer's knowledge or approval. Providing an additional remedy to agricultural producers in certain cases is a valuable tool in a limited toolbox.

VII. Weighing Regulatory Options: Public vs. Private, Voluntary vs. Mandatory

Big data, beyond just agriculture, is in the eye of regulators. With hearings on Capitol Hill regarding Facebook, Google, and a host of other technology companies, there is concern at the state and federal level that goes beyond just data privacy.217 Ashley Ellixson and her co-authors noted, "the continuing growth of the debate around the propriety of Big Data applications in many arenas beyond just farm data suggests coming calls for data protections including both business information, including farm data, and personal information."218 While those calls are starting to come,219 the debate over how to best regulate big data highlights two key areas of debate: (1) private versus public regulation (industry standards versus government regulation)
and (2) mandatory versus voluntary standards (legally enforceable versus optional methods of risk management or good practices). Current practices related to ag data privacy generally fall under the private, voluntary regulatory categories, and for the reasons discussed below, fail to sufficiently address the concerns of agricultural producers. Those issues were highlighted in a 2016 American Farm Bureau Federation study that highlighted three main areas of concern for farmers: lack of trust, loss of control, and complexity of agreements.220 The percent of farmers with these concerns was high. For example, over 60% of farmers “expressed worry that [Agriculture Technology Providers (“ATP”)] could use data to influence market decisions,” over 65% “believe[d] farmers should share in the potential financial benefits from the use of their data beyond the direct value they may realize on their farm,” more than 75% of respondents “expressed concern about which entities can access their farm data,” and almost 60% of producers “were confused about whether current legal agreements allowed ATPs to use their ag data to market other services . . . back to them.”221 Industry, recognizing that this level of producer concern is problematic, has attempted to self-regulate to address particular items, as discussed below.

A. Industry Example: Farm Bureau’s Privacy and Security Principles for Farm Data

The AFBF developed its Privacy and Security Principles for Farm Data in 2014.222 Described as “the most active initiative so far” regarding ag data privacy in the United States,223 thirty-nine organizations from a broad array of the industry signed on to the principles as of 2016.224 According to AFBF, “it is imperative that an ATP’s principles, policies[,] and practices be consistent with each company’s contracts with farmers.”225 The Principles focus on a variety of areas:
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education, ownership, notice, choice, disclosure, portability, transparency, and security.  

There is no doubt the topics covered by AFBF’s Principles are some of the most concerning when it comes to agricultural data. At first glance, the Principles appear to address many concerns. For example, the Principles state, “farmers must be notified that their data is being collected and about how the farm data will be disclosed and used.”

Notification is vital to ag producers understanding how data is collected by a variety of methods, some of which may not necessarily be readily apparent or known. Similarly, the Principles clearly state that transparency is important and that certain terms, such as farm data and those relating to third parties, should be clearly defined and that “farmers should know with whom they are contracting if the ATP contract involves sharing with third parties, partners, . . . or affiliates.”

The Principles by and large are not objectionable in terms of the articulated goals and standards. However, even if every ATP in the United States adopted the Principles, significant challenges for producers remain.

Importantly, there is no penalty if a company fails to adhere to the Principles. The program is purely voluntary, and while some bad publicity might deter some companies from taking steps that violate or are not in line with the AFBF Principles, the likelihood of that publicity having any significant impact is low. First, it would be difficult, if not impossible, for most producers to even determine that a company violated a Principle or changed contract terms from one year or product to the next. Even if a producer were to read through what is typically an extensive contract with an ATP one time, it is unlikely to thoroughly do so for every agreement with that company based on the time required, terminology used, and related issues. Nor is a producer generally able to track what happens with his or her data once the ATP obtains it, to determine if terms are being adhered to as described.

The Principles also fail to address concerns over how data could be used in ways that would harm a producer. While the ATP may truthfully disclose the third parties that will be able to purchase or have access to the producer’s data, there is no certainty that the third party will use the data in a way that would not cause harm. Even if a producer were to want to track down all its data and determine all ATPs and third parties that have access to it, the technical expertise and time required to do so in a way that would allow a producer to understand how the data is being used would be beyond the capacity of most producers.
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There is also nothing in the Principles that reduces the impact or concerns tied to power dynamics, as discussed previously. While the Principles state that “ATPs should explain the effects and abilities of a farmer’s decision to opt in, opt out[,] or disable the availability of services and features offered by the ATP,” this does nothing to alleviate the lack of negotiation power or potential other options to obtain services if they were to not agree or opt out. If a producer wants a certain product, he or she is bound by the terms of the contract offered. If the producer does not like how information is shared with third parties or that information may be sold, he or she cannot strike that portion of a contract and expect to be able to have access to the ATP’s technology or product. Even if the Principles were adopted and contracts were written in plain English and in half the typical number of pages, and producers were able to understand exactly why the ATP collects its data, to whom is sells it or gives access to the data, and provides access to the basic farm data should a producer end a contract, none of that does anything to prevent data from being used in a way that could harm the producer nor provides any ability for a producer to limit how even a third party, let alone the ATP, might use data. While producers can “opt out or have their data removed prior to . . . sale” to a third party, the pressure to consent in order to obtain services, maintain a relationship with the ATP for other purposes, and improve management practices are all high.

Finally, while the Principles state that “[i]t is imperative that an ATP’s principles, policies[,] and practices be consistent each company’s contracts with farmers,” the differences between contracts and providers may still be stark. There is no standardization of terms so that farmers know from one contract to the next that terminology and definitions remain the same. There is no expectation that competitors will define terms similarly such that producers can more easily understand and compare products and opportunities. While the Principles are clearly aimed at easing the concerns identified by producers related to ag data and technology agreements, they do not bind companies in any way that would actually provide any real reassurance to farmers. The Ag Data Transparent Project, discussed in the next section, attempts to address some of these concerns, but does not create
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one, set standard of terms, definitions, and requirements for privacy and use of data that would eliminate many of the key issues.

B. Industry Example: A g D ata Transparent Project

Third-party certification symbols are everywhere we look, from our food (Non-GMO Project and its butterfly logo\textsuperscript{232}) to our clothes (organic), and even certifications that cross industries (Certified B Corp\textsuperscript{233}). There is even a third-party certification program for agricultural data agreements, the A g D ata Transparent Project.\textsuperscript{234} This project was meant to take A F BF’s Principles to the next step: “make sure that A TPs that say they follow the Data Principles actually do just that.”\textsuperscript{235} A g D ata Transparent was established as an independent third party to evaluate an ATP’s contracts and policies and determine whether the ATP is transparent and actually abiding by the Principles in its agreements with producers.\textsuperscript{236} If found transparent, the ATP “receives a license to use the ‘A g D ata Transparent’ seal on its marketing materials.”\textsuperscript{237} On the other hand, if the evaluation identifies concerns and inaccuracies in how the ATP answered the questions regarding its agreements, the ATP is not awarded the license and has the opportunity to revise policies and contracts to meet the Principles.\textsuperscript{238}

Third-party certification does, in my mind, relieve some of the opportunity an organization has to support and sign on to programs such as A F BF’s Principles, but then takes no significant steps to implement the policies in a way that favors the intended audience. In those cases, there is more image maintained by being seen as a signatory and concerned about customers than actual substance in terms of change. The use of third-party certifications and evaluations ensures at least some level of adherence to a minimum set of standards. Third-party certification is more valuable when the qualifying data and evaluation questions are transparent and made public, and that is something that the A g D ata Transparent project does through its website. The evaluations of all twenty-six companies that currently have the license to use the A g D ata Transparent seal are available on the A D T website.
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meaning anyone can see a certified ATP’s answers to the evaluation questions.239 The ATP’s contracts and documents used to evaluate the accuracy of those answers, though, are not generally publicly available, meaning the ability to determine the accuracy is limited for non-customers.

Around twenty-five companies are currently licensed to use the ADT seal.240 While the ADT seal does provide assurances to producers that an ATP is implementing the Principles into its agreements, the program does not address the issues and concerns noted about the Principles themselves above. While many of the biggest names in U.S. ag technology are part of ADT, these companies are only a handful of the many that producers work with around the globe. One annual ranking of ag technology companies identifies just a “Top 50” each year of “leading . . . companies exemplifying the best in agriculture technology around the globe,” while a search for “monitoring and growing” industry companies and “precision farming” companies on the Agritech Tomorrow listing service listed 116 and 50 companies, respectively.242 The number of ag tech companies continues to grow quickly, with 2018 and 2019 seeing investments of “$4 billion in startups in the agtech space” each year, and expectations were that 2020 would meet or exceed that number.243 While the number of companies that are not part of ADT is unknown, the number is certainly high and likely growing.

As an industry-funded initiative, ADT makes progress towards ensuring transparency in ATP contracts and in developing more understandable agreements and terms. However, substantive issues, such as negotiating power, perceived pressure, or need to consent, and power dynamics are not addressed by a program such as this. It is also possible that producers may rely upon this third-party certification as some sort of endorsement of these companies or agreements, and not thoroughly read, research, or understand the agreements, not realizing that the industry itself developed and formed ADT and the Principles

which ADT evaluates.\(^{244}\) That, perhaps false, sense of security may actually lead to less personal responsibility and evaluation of contracts, despite the Principle’s focus on grower education “to create educated customers who understand their rights and responsibilities.”\(^{245}\)

C. Federal Proposal: Agriculture Data Act of 2018

The federal government is one of the largest entities gathering ag data in the United States and has been a major source of highly utilized and respected public data for many years.\(^{246}\) However, much of that data is scattered among many of the USDA’s agencies, and coordination collaboration that brings all of this data together for evaluation rarely occurs.\(^{247}\) The Agriculture Data Act of 2018\(^{248}\) was proposed to “strengthen the USDA’s management of producer data so that it can be used to study the impacts of farm conservation practices . . . while protecting the privacy of farmers.”\(^{249}\) Under the proposed legislation, the USDA would create a secure data warehouse to collect and aggregate agricultural data, improve procedures for greater data interoperability, and create opportunities for producers to voluntarily elect to participate in additional research and data-generation activities.\(^{250}\) In addition, it would have enacted strong safeguards prohibiting the sale of data and requiring published research to release only aggregated data to provide anonymity to individual farmers.\(^{251}\)

The bill itself never made it out of Committee,\(^{252}\) but the scope of this legislation and the resulting regulations, had it passed, may have set baseline standards, definitions, and practices at a federal level that ideally trickled down into use by all ATPs. Extremely intriguing was the focus on the use of producer data for public good and use, for research, and to address concerns such as increasing effectiveness of conservation and risk management (crop insurance) programs. This recognition of how valuable this type of information is—particularly in the public sector for research—demonstrates the need to consider public access of data as a necessity of any sort of ag data regulation. Because the legislation did not progress, we are left with a lot of ques-
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tions about how this would have been implemented: how would producer data be collected, would ATPs from the private sector be involved, would data collection through technology be mandatory for those participating in USDA programs at some point, and what limits would be set on access and use of the data? Working to demonstrate or improve efficiency of USDA programs is exactly what should be done with this type of data, an evaluation and research that was not possible at this scale or level just a few years ago. Whether or not this would work on a voluntary basis is uncertain—producers would likely be wary of providing a lot of this data to the government for fear of potential enforcement actions by the government or use in private litigation. The proposal appears to address some of those concerns in the text, but those questions would need to be specifically addressed should we see this type of legislation be successful in the future or if the USDA was to develop a voluntary program of data collection for internal and external use.

D. Identifying Priorities: Political, Environmental, Social, and Economic Debates

As we think about how to protect producers from misuse or abuse of agricultural data, questions arise as to what the priorities should be when it comes to collection and use of this type of information. This is complicated as we consider more general goals such as encouraging entrepreneurship and innovation in business, developing infrastructure and access to high-speed data sources, competition among agricultural industry participants (including producers), and economic costs associated with development and adoption of new technologies. As we recognize that “many farmers [across the world] do not benefit from this sharing and exchange of agricultural data” how do we balance protection with innovation, entrepreneurship with privacy, contracts with legal limitations, and all the other unique aspects that come from balancing the government’s interests in agriculture, food production, the environment, privacy, economic success, competition, and data, just to name a few, and do so while recognizing that all of this has an impact on the local, state, federal and global levels?

As noted above, voluntary actions like AFBF’s Principles and the Ag Data Transparent project, in addition to those elsewhere such as the “New Zealand Farm Data Code of Practice”253 and the “EU Code of Conduct on Agricultural Data Sharing by Contractual Agreement”254 provide a good start in addressing some concerns. However, the reliance on self-regulation poses challenges to providing the neces-

sary assurances to producers that these companies will actually keep the producer interests up front and protected while also continuing to focus on profit-building and expanding company scope. These voluntary codes also do not address the inequalities in the industry that limit access to technology, use of data, wide power discrepancies, and other economic and social concerns.

The World Bank noted that an additional concern of the voluntary codes is the primary target audience are not “farmers or Farmers’ Organizations (let alone smallholder farmers) . . . but rather the agribusiness and ag tech companies that work with farmers and use their data.”\(^{255}\) This means that it may not necessarily be the interests of farmers that are truly the focus here, but instead companies understanding that they need to at least appear to recognize and address farmer concerns in order to continue to have increased access to data that companies in turn can monetize in a variety of ways. Access to data is of primary concern, not producer privacy, equity, or other public benefits.

The public benefits of access to ag data should be a high priority as data privacy is considered. Members of Congress recognized this in their support of the Agriculture Data Act of 2018 as discussed above\(^ {256}\) when focusing on using data to improve efficacy of environmental and other government programs, and the value of providing public researchers access to anonymized data.

Those same goals, in addition to focusing on improving opportunities for smallholder farmers in developing nations, are seen on a global scale in CGIAR’s Platform for Big Data in Agriculture.\(^ {257}\) CGIAR is focused on developing a data platform: “a multi-sided, technology-enabled network that facilitates the interaction of stakeholders.”\(^ {258}\) Focused on a series of communities of practice, the platform works to “foster collaboration spaces and opportunities, facilitate connectivity and sharing of methodologies, and support the organization of capacity-building workshops.”\(^ {259}\) The platform’s goals include reducing hunger, improving sustainable practices, closing yield gaps, and encouraging agricultural development as addressed by collaboration and the sharing of research, data, and information across the platform. The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation is also investing in digital technology to support global initiatives and smallholder farm-
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ers, setting a goal to ensure that over the next “[ten] years, at least half [ ] of the smallholder farmers in [its] focus geographies are benefitting from digitally enabled services.” The Gates Foundation investments focus on helping advance “cost-effective technologies and business models and support[ing] scaled platforms that harness the interests of the public sector, private sector, and smallholder farming communities.”

Finding some sort of balance between public and private sectors, global and local farmers, and smallholder versus large scale producers is not an easy task for any government, let alone here in the United States where large-scale agriculture has become a driving force influencing agricultural policy and priorities. For any potential movement in the area of agricultural data use and regulation to have meaningful impact, there needs to be involvement of all aspects of the industry in these discussions and priority-setting meetings. This involvement must also put everyone on equal footing, removing some of the power dynamics and competition concerns that exist in the industry and providing all involved an equal voice. Without that, there is the potential that key benefits to the public and smaller producers will get lost in the push forward to continue the digital transformation, widening the data gap and perhaps increasing the potential negative uses of agricultural data collection and sales to third parties.

As we think about the potential benefits in the public sector for this data, ensuring equity, fairness, access, and use—individually and collaboratively—becomes a question of ethics as well. This is where our focus on setting priorities should begin, considering the ethical aspects of our global food system and how to use this information to meet development, economic, and sustainability needs to better prepare our world for the future. The ethical concerns also tie into the broader producer concerns regarding trust, consent, and data use.

Building databases consisting of “externalities and vulnerabilities” of environmental and health concerns tied to issues like monoculture, pesticides (such as neonicotinoids), and biodiversity “would be of the upmost ethical and practical importance for research on the best agricultural model for the future of global food production.” As we consider the ethical and moral implications of maintaining the land, soil, and technology to feed a growing global population, we cannot overlook the significant impacts that technology could have, not just in increasing yield and efficiencies in production, but in reducing the...
environmental footprint. It is easy to imagine the tension between the competing priorities briefly discussed here and those left yet unwritten. As we consider possible next steps and solutions, my belief is that focusing more on the ethical and moral considerations, particularly those of the general population and producers, should be of utmost importance.

E. Next Steps: Potential Options

Suggestions for areas of focus moving forward involve both long-term and short-term initiatives. There is no easy answer, nor even just one solution, to addressing challenges of the use and collection of agricultural data. Aspects of the following proposals, if adopted and developed in part or whole, could help the industry and country move toward a stronger level of equality in the process.

1. Enact Legislation Similar to the Agriculture Data Act of 2018

While the 2018 legislation failed to move out of the Senate Agricultural Committee, it did receive support from a variety of bipartisan agricultural interests. Enacting legislation similar to this 2018 proposal would have significant impacts on establishing federal standards for a variety of the issues discussed here. Establishing baseline definitions for essential terms, recognized standards for security and data privacy, regulations related to third party use of data for public research, anonymization, and access, as well as demonstrating a commitment to increasing the effectiveness and evaluation of government programs, would all have a significant impact looking to the future. Passage of this legislation also has potential to support other initiatives discussed below, including increased producer education, access to technology, and further development of infrastructure in this area. While certain aspects of the 2018 bill were included in the 2018 Farm Bill, the Farm Bill’s language was not a mandate for the USDA to act to collect data, provide data collection tools to farmers, and make data available for public research. The directives of developing a report looking at these issues does make the USDA take the step of evaluating the vast amount of data it collects across its agencies and divisions, and ideally evaluate steps taken to protect that data and the understanding that producers have as to how data is used. However, it is going to take some sort of official Congressional action for true change to occur and to get the USDA on track to be a leader in setting
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the standard for agricultural data collection, use, privacy, and public research.

2. Expand Access to Open Data

A n entity not yet discussed in this A rticle and yet extremely relevant and valuable to its focus is the Global Open Data for Agriculture & Nutrition (“GODAN”) initiative. GODAN contends that “data is knowledge and knowledge is power” and that “[i]f data allows for the collation of information and knowledge, then open data has the potential to make this knowledge available to everyone, everywhere, at any given time.” Through the use of reasonably priced, accessible licenses, GODAN strives to make data easily accessible and usable across the spectrum of agricultural and nutrition interests. With almost 1,200 partners across the world, GODAN wants to use this data to “encourage collaboration and cooperation across existing agriculture, nutrition and open data activities and stakeholders to solve long-standing global problems.” The U.S. government, along with the United Kingdom, India, Germany, the United Nations, and other entities, helps support GODAN financially. In fact, the USDA sits on the GODAN steering committee.

A quick review of U.S.-based partners demonstrates that few of the major agribusiness and food companies are GODAN partners. While there are some well-known exceptions, such as Kellogg’s, University of Arizona, the Gates Foundation, and Michigan State University, as well as internationally based companies such as Nestle and Syngenta, the majority of the U.S.-based partners are not household names or well-known agribusiness institutions. Imagine the work that could be done if the agribusiness giants across the globe, let alone here in the United States, became actively involved in GODAN. The externality and vulnerabilities databases discussed above could be developed in a way that would allow for significant and immediate impact on human and environmental health.

---
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One of the biggest challenges to encouraging agribusiness companies to share more data to open access systems like GODAN is overcoming the need to monetize the data collected. Overcoming the need to consider profits and recovering investment costs is not necessarily something that can be addressed through legislation. While the USDA and the government should encourage broad and active participation in GODAN across the agricultural and food industries, success in ensuring data is shared by these companies in a way that may not necessarily meet their interests or bottom line is likely going to need to happen due to consumer and industry pressure. Consumer demand can make significant changes in the agricultural and food sectors, as demonstrated by the new federal bioengineered food label\textsuperscript{277} and California’s recent referendums focused on animal welfare.\textsuperscript{278} Perhaps more significant impact can happen through supply-chain pressure from those within the food industry that participate in GODAN and want to increase transparency to consumers from field to fork. Supply-chain pressure to share data through open exchanges such as GODAN is likely one of the most efficient and effective ways to increase participation across the U.S. agribusiness industry. The growing globalization of the industry, increased demand for transparency by consumers, and increased regulations on environmental and sustainability concerns all create pressure points that could make GODAN an even more valuable initiative.

3. Address Agricultural and Food Industry Consolidation

As we consider the challenges of power dynamics within the agricultural industry and concerns over technology agreements, informed consent, and disclosure, some of those concerns must be considered in the light of competition. Antitrust, competition issues, and concerns about corporate control are often discussed but not easily addressed.\textsuperscript{279}


While the focus of this paper is not consolidation or antitrust, concerns about power dynamics, pressure to sign disclosure agreements, ability to negotiate, and alternative service provider options cannot be truly addressed without consideration as to the impacts of consolidation and competition within the industry as a whole, but also in particular segments across the country. The new administration in 2021 is reinvigorating aspects of the industry focused on these concerns, but history indicates many challenges and limited chances of (1) passage and (2) significant success or impact. Even with many of the other steps suggested within this Article, the significant disparities in power dynamics between producers and agribusiness will continue to cause producers to engage in transactions and agreements with significant benefit to the companies and limited ability for producers to provide input, change terms, or find other service providers.

4. Reinforce Producer Education and Understanding of Responsibilities

It cannot be overlooked or understated that despite the need to address agricultural data privacy and use concerns, agricultural producers have a responsibility to review and understand the terms of the agreements they enter with technology service providers. Due to the complexity of these agreements, this is not always an easy task, but failure to review or understand does not provide any level of protection to a producer should issues arise. AFBF’s Principles and other initiatives all include a focus on producer education and simplification of terms and contracts. These initiatives should be of primary importance and all producers should understand the responsibilities that are...
inherent with signing any legal document, including technology agreements and contracts. Resources to help understand the agreements should continue to be readily available, particularly from independent sources to help producers understand and evaluate options without undue pressure. Standardization of certain terms and provisions through federal action would also help increase producer understanding of the agreements. Further, it is of utmost importance that producers are made aware and understand what is not included in the agreement or contract, particularly when tied to third parties. Disclosure agreements can and should be clearly written with as much detail as possible, and producers should understand what they are signing, even if they at times believe they have no option other than to sign.

As technology adoption continues to grow and the types of technology continue to increase, the need for education is also going to grow. New technologies will require new explanations and producer information must be expressed in a way so it is understood by all—not just those with higher levels of education. While the goal is to protect producer agricultural data from misuse and abuse, producers have a role in protecting their own rights and data that needs to continuously be reinforced.

5. Expanding Trade Secret Law to Specifically Include Agricultural Data and Business Operations

While the Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2016 opened up a potential new avenue for agricultural producers in the area of trade secret protection, Congress should consider a specific law to recognize agricultural data as a protected category of information under trade secret law. While trade secret protection requires that steps be taken to keep information secret, specific language could be included that establishes exceptions for companies that collect data on behalf of a producer and for traditional agricultural business practices that involve sharing information between a producer and a service provider. The exceptions would essentially recognize the service provider or company as an extension of the agricultural producer and establish minimum requirements for data storage, security, and privacy, similar to the typical requirement to take steps to keep the information private. In addition, limits on the types of data that could be potentially sold to third parties and an anonymization requirement may help mitigate service providers’ concerns about profitability and yet maintain the limited knowledge aspects of trade secret law. This type of trade secret expansion could be done at the state and/or federal level, but
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might be an option for the government to address some producer protections and privacy concerns without taking steps toward higher levels of regulatory oversight.

6. Public Support to Increase Technology Infrastructure and Access

To address disparities in technology access and concerns over costs of adoption, public support from the USDA and other government entities is necessary. This public support will not only help reduce the digital divide, but also provide opportunities for increased access to public and open data. Support is needed not just in access to the actual technology itself, but to the infrastructure that makes it useful and accessible. In terms of increasing access to technology, the government should develop programs to help subsidize costs of adoption with provisions that data be submitted to the USDA for use in public research and related opportunities, specifically excluding any type of government enforcement action using the data to reduce producer concerns. Support for cooperatives to share technology among members, using membership to increase buying power to reduce technology or service costs, or sharing data infrastructure services would make dollars more effective while also reducing barriers to adoption and increasing data available for public research to potentially benefit more stakeholders. There are also opportunities to increase collaboration and cooperation across government entities, through use of weather sensors that farmers use, while also collecting data for the USDA, the Environmental Protection Agency, or the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Technology provides opportunities for collaboration and shared information, not just within the USDA or agriculture, but in all agencies. Agriculture is not an island, and information that is valuable to the agricultural sector also has potential value in areas such as public health, commerce, transportation, environmental, weather, and more. Data is often seen as falling into silos, and the government tends to operate in silos as well. How can that be overcome? Can development of open data resources provide opportunities to share data across agencies in ways we have not yet accomplished? I think the opportunities and potential benefits are real, but they require investment from the government, increased communication, and a focus on open data resources. At a minimum, government investment in this infrastructure and increased access will see benefits within the USDA, like those envisioned by the Agriculture Data Act of 2018. The potential for much more though, on a

global scale, is real if the resources and the data exist and are accessible.

7. Enacting a Federal Agricultural Data Protection Law

While an industry-specific data protection law similar to HIPAA or the FRCA is seemingly the most straight-forward way to address the concerns about agricultural data privacy, misuse, and abuse, determining how to federally establish those protections is far from clear. As discussed in Part IV.A, the majority of federal data privacy laws focus on (1) a particular industry and (2) protection of personal data for individuals. While the focus on an industry remains the same, challenges arise when attempting to apply the same types of protections to business data rather than personal data. However, this type of legislation is a way to establish consistent standards across the industry for private or public use, set minimum security expectations for those collecting and storing data, require base anonymization standards, and reduce some concerns regarding power dynamics from the discussion.

Jody Ferris similarly came to the conclusion that some sort of federal ag data privacy law was needed due to the potential impacts of misuse and lack of adequate protections through other enforcement mechanisms such as the Federal Trade Commission or practices such as anonymization.285 As Ferris noted, while agricultural data is not the typical type of personal, identifiable data protected under federal privacy laws, protection remains warranted as “reidentification techniques have made thwarting anonymization processes ‘easy’” and “more types of data may be identifiable than previously realized.”286

Aspects of existing privacy laws are easily transferable to ag data. Those already in effect regulate how companies gather information, store information, and use information. These basic elements of regulating companies gathering agricultural data are also necessary, establishing the minimum security expectations and protection expectations. A spect of HIPAA’s and GLB’s regulations tied to sharing information with third parties and requirements prior to doing so are also essential to ensure protection of producer data, making the third parties adhere to the same security, protection, and use requirements to protect that potentially identifiable data, even if anonymized prior to transfer. While many of the voluntary programs and guidelines call for producers to agree to transfer agdata to third parties and suggest signed disclosure forms, a requirement assures that at least this level of minimum disclosure and knowledge is provided to producers who agree to data transfer.

Development of an agricultural data, industry-specific privacy law based off existing federal laws such as HIPAA is certainly possible and
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would not take extensive amounts of modification to address numerous concerns. As Ferris pointed out, this type of ag industry legislation would likely not need to be as stringent as HIPAA, but more restrictive than other federal industry regulations.\(^{287}\)

However, a federal data privacy law alone will not address concerns related to pressure to sign, inability to negotiate terms, and fear of discrimination if rights were exercised under the law. As noted above, this requires a deeper dive into issues of competition and antitrust and power dynamics within the industry. Incorporating aspects of California’s non-discrimination provisions should also be considered, as it may provide a way for some producers to decline to sign disclosure forms or negotiate agreement terms and remain confident in the ability to continue to work with service providers.

Any successful law, and subsequent regulations, in this area also needs to consider potential impacts of public access to data. Access to data for public use and through open data systems should remain a priority and the law needs to reflect that focus. Considering the competing priorities and influences and the speed at which technology develops makes drafting this type of legislation difficult. Flexibility and adaptability are important as well, allowing stakeholders and particularly those whose interests are being protected to maximize the benefits of technology while also feeling confident that same data will not be used against them. Ensuring the focus is on priorities such as (1) protecting interests of producers of all sizes, (2) encouraging public research and open access to data in safe and secure manners, and (3) reducing the digital divide makes for a series of hurdles for any legislative drafter. Yet this type of legislation may ultimately be the best, and perhaps the only, option to provide basic levels of privacy, security, and use limits to all producers, no matter size, scope, or type of production.

**VIII. Conclusion**

Considering how to use technology to advance public and private needs, while not harming those upon whose work and data is necessary, is far from an easy task. While industry initiatives on a voluntary basis are a start, the government needs to step in and ensure that it provides minimum levels of security and protection to producers and their data to prevent misuse and abuse and to encourage innovation and research in ways that benefit the public good.

Problems arise when attempting to determine what is the best step, or even the best first step, to address the concerns discussed within this Article. Considering the options or suggestions discussed above, no one will work alone. All will require coordinated efforts and more cooperation in Congress and between state and federal regulators than
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may be possible in current political times. Voluntary efforts and self-regulation within the industry are likely to continue, but without greater coordination, increased involvement of technology providers, and more focus on addressing power dynamics and access to technology, those efforts will have limited impact.

No attempt to manage agricultural data privacy concerns can be successful without considering impacts upon and interests of all stakeholders. Providing producers, agribusinesses, research institutions, and governments of all sizes a seat at the table, with all having an equal voice in the discussion, is key to developing ethical and fair programs and policies that look at more than just contract terms. In our highly divisive and competitive agricultural industry, that itself may seem an insurmountable task. Yet for hundreds of years, we have put a priority in this country on valuing agricultural production and those that engage in farming.\textsuperscript{288} If we see value in farmers and their relationship with the land and role in our health and economy, then we need to take steps now to ensure that the technology and data needed to engage in this industry in the modern era is not used to cause harm.
